
   

   

   

   

          pink
flowers and           

red flowers in the
garden. How

many
altogether? 

There are                 

toads and       

 frogs in the pond.

How many
altogether? 

Meg can see        

stars on a clear
night. She then
sees          more.

How many stars
can she see? 

There are            

 paintings in the
Art Room.  Fred
got          more.

How many
paintings now?

There are            

 swimmers in the
swimming pool.           
         more splash
in. How many
swimmers now?

The King has        
 green flags       
and           brown
flags on the top of
his fort. How many
flags are on top?

Kevin drank       

 cups of milk and
then he drank         

cups more. How
many cups did he
drink altogether?

       boats are
floating in the

dock.          more
sail in. How many
boats in the dock

now?

The train had      

 stops on the trip
to town and       

 stops on the trip
back. How many
stops altogether?

Will had            

 crisps from the
bag and then he
had          more.

How many crisps
did he munch?

Phase 4 Addition Word Problems

Pre-teach:

more
many

altogether

Bill stuck        

 stamps on a
letter. He then

stuck          more.

How many
stamps now? 

Greg grabs      
 fresh plums. He
then grabs       

 more. How many
plums

altogether?
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         frogs in
a pond.                     

jump out.
How many
are left? 

         trains on the
track.           stop
at the platform.

How many trains
still on the track?  

         flowers in
a garden.                     

Beth picks            
How many are

left? 

         children in
the sandpit.           
get out. How

many are left? 

      Vik has         
 bits of toast. He
will munch on      

 bits. How many
left now? 

Tess has         
 coins in the bank.

She spends                    
How many coins

are left? 

        ducks sat
on the river

bank.          jump
into the river.

How many left? 

        owls sat in
the treetop.        

 swoop out. How
many are in the

tree now? 

Mark has        
 snacks in his
lunchbox. He

chomps on           

 How many snacks
left? 

         tents in
the camp.                    

tents go to the
next camp.

How many left? 

There are          

 books on the
shelf.            drop
off. How many

books left on the
shelf? 

Phase 4 Subtraction Word Problems

Pre-teach:

many

There are         

 locks on a chest.
Ben unlocks                    

of them. How
many are left to

do? 
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